Locomotion Mode Recognition With Robotic Transtibial Prosthesis in Inter-Session and Inter-Day Applications.
Locomotion mode recognition across multiple sessions and days is an indispensable step towards the practical use of the robotic transtibial prosthesis. In this study, we proposed an adaptive recognition strategy to against the time-varying features of on-prosthesis mechanical signals in inter-session and inter-day recognition tasks. The strategy was designed with an automatic training algorithm which could update the classifiers with the data of the most recent completed gait cycles to seize the changes of the features brought by external disturbances. After implementation, we measured multiple experimental sessions on six transtibial amputees with intervals from a few hours (inter-session experiment) to several months (108 days at most in inter-day experiment). In each session, they performed five locomotion modes and eight locomotion transitions using the robotic prosthesis. Between each two experimental sessions, the subjects were required to doff the robotic prosthesis (including the socket). The proposed adaptive recognition algorithm significantly improved recognition accuracies in both experiments. In inter-session experiment, the proposed method increased the recognition accuracy from 89.3% to 92.8% than previous non-adaptive recognition method. In inter-day experiments, it increased the recognition accuracy from 60% to 88.8%. If taking three modes (level walking, stair ascending/descending) and four locomotion transitions into calculation, the recognizer produced an accuracy up to 96.6% (swing phase) for static mode and an accuracy of 96.9% for locomotion transitions on inter-day tasks without manual intervenes. Compared with state-of-the-art, our study extends the ability of the robotic transtibial prosthesis in locomotion mode recognition across multiple sessions and days. Future efforts are worth being paid in this direction to get more promising results.